
 Final part which is part 5 is mainly discussing their knowledge against belief such as opinion. 
First of all, before bagan to the main topic, Although Anytus being angry because of Socartes's 
statement, they continued conversation about a topic from the beginning of this text. on page 
47, Socrates said "They are teachers in any proper sense of the world?" I am also wondering 
why there is any genre of teachers but not for virtue and this leads to "Good men is useful if the 
man knows how to guide us,but also if there is a man who has a right opinion to guide to good 
way then its seems like as useful as knowledge. However they concluded knowledge and good 
opinion cannot able to separate so that  good man has not only knowledge. This is what they 
think. Certainly most people distinguished by knowledge for instance, which university he 
graduated or how much they got on test since mankind start to make a rank in any situation. 
At the end of Plato's Meno, Socrates made a conclusion below 
Then the result of our reasoning, Meno, is found to be that 

virtue comes to us by a divine dispensation, when it does come. 

But the certainty of this we shall only know when, before asking 

in what way virtue comes to mankind, we set about inquiring what 

virtue is, in and by itself. It is time now for me to go my way, 

but do you persuade our friend Anytus of that whereof you are 

now yourself persuaded, so as to put him in a gentler mood; for 

if you can persuade him, you will do a good turn to the people 

of Athens also “. [page 47]. 

According to this passage, Virtue is neither natural nor taught and its comes by divine 
dispensation. I was not anticipating this kind of answer so do not understand at all and 
its does not make sense at all because until the word divine come out from their mouth, 
they try to define and replace with existing one. To be honest, I disagree to it.Some 
people wish to acquire so its could ruined if the state is true.  


